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Strategy Guide/Walk Guide/Frequently Asked Questions Review Note: This game is also called Naruto: Narutimat Hero. Alternative costumes On the character selection screen, hold L1 and R1 when selecting a character. In Free Battle or Mission mode, hold L2 and R1 and click X when
selecting a character. Chibi fight During the game in Versus mode, hold the square while the names of the fighter speak (like Naruto vs. Sask). Continue holding the square through the intermission sequence to fight the Chibi version of the characters. Bonus Missions Successfully Complete
S Rank Mission 2, Icha Icha Rai, to unlock Mission 11. Successfully complete all non-S rank missions (Hokage rank) to unlock Mission 12. Successfully complete Gaara's Story mode to unlock two village sand missions, the Kazekage Mansion, the Sumanigo Estate, and the Buddha Statue.
Successfully complete the Haku Story Mode to unlock the Great Naruto Bridge and zabuza in Shelter missions. Play as the Curse-marked Sasuke Reach Chunin Rank (500 EXP) in mission mode to unlock the Damned Sealed Sasuke in mission, practice and free battle mode. Play as
Gaara successfully complete the saga mode with zabuza to unlock Gaara in Saga mode. Successfully complete Saga mode with Gaar to unlock it in Versus mode. Play as Haku successfully complete the saga mode like Hinata to unlock Haku in Saga mode. Successfully complete Saga
mode with Haku to unlock it in Versus mode. Play as Hinata Hyuga successfully complete the saga mode like Neji to unlock Hinata in saga mode. Successfully complete Saga mode with Hinata Hyuga to unlock it in Versus mode. Play as Neji Hyuga successfully complete the saga mode like
any default character to unlock Neji in Saga mode. Successfully complete saga mode with Neji Hyuga to unlock it in Versus mode. Play as the nine-tailed Naruto reach The Jonin Rank (1750 EXP) in mission mode to unlock the nine-tailed Naruto in mission, practice and free battle mode.
Play as Orochimaru successfully complete a saga mode like Gaara to unlock Orochimaru in Saga mode. Successfully complete the Saga mode with Orochimaru to unlock it in Versus mode. Play as sexy Jutso Saska or Kakashi using Kakashi or Sask and use Sharingon then copy Sexy
Justsu. Play as the Momochi's zabuza successfully complete the saga mode like Haku to unlock zabuza in Saga mode. Successfully complete the Saga mode with The Momochi's zabuza to unlock it in Versus mode. The capsule machines reach the Special Jonin rank to unlock the capsule
machines for collectors. Reach an anbu rank to unlock capsule machines for maniacs. Ranks Get a specified amount of EXP in Mission mode to reach the appropriate rank: 50 EXP Chunin: 500 EXP Special Jonin: 1150 EXP Jonin: 1750 EXP Anbu: 2170 EXP Hokage: 2490 EXP Health
Recovery Hold Up take on the taunts pose. The only characters who can do this are Sakura, Hinata, Shikamaru and Kakashi. Restore the chakra to restore the chakra (energy), hold. Hold. You will be defenseless while recovering the chakra. Extra jutsu During the game, like any character,
click Down (2), Circle to perform jutsu. Inner Sauke and Inner Kakashi fight Sakura and use Sauke or Kakashi in The Sharingan special. Then click Down (2), Circle to use Inner Sauke or Inner Kakashi. Sauke or Kakashi with a sword Perform sharingan super move either sauke or Kakashi
during the orochimaru or zabuza battle. If you complete the move, Sauke or Kakashi will have a sword (depending on who you are fighting). Saske with a cursed sign and sharengaurd eyes When activating Sauske, (cursed marked) in the last part, when the cursed Mark Soske attacks with
a lightning-covered hand, look closely at his eyes. His eyes are separated. Note: Sharengaurd will not work on the Curse marked Sauske. Exchange a glitch with the Curse-marked Sauke Unlock the Curse-Marked Sauke, and then use the Curse-marked Sasuke special when he uses the
Lightning Blade. After he uses it, look at his eyes. Sharingan should be activated, however you can't use Sharingan afterwards. Easily wins during the battle in the shelter of zabuza, teleport at the top of the battlefield, where the bed is located. Run left or right under the ropes. Jump on the
rope and run to the left if you choose the right rope; or to the right if you chose the left rope. When your oponent jumps to the other side, attack him or her on their side of the rope. It will trap them between you and the tree. It is easy to complete a Tug War on a Bridge mission to play like
Sasuke. Follow haka and hit the Circle repeatedly. You have to get three extra strokes down. Then use Sauke's second special (Windmill Triple Attack/Fire Style: Dragon Flame Jutsu) to defeat Haku. Comment Dynamic First Dish Select Two Players mode and use Kakashi's Sharing. Copy
Sakura Chakra methods. Instead of telling fair tales for real, he will say: Dynamic dish. Hidden Scrolls The easiest way to get hidden scrolls is to complete the goal in practice mode. This won't work for Kikyo Castle, the shelter of the zabuza or the scene of the Great Naruto Bridge. Get these
scrolls in two player mode for free and one of the players doesn't move. Ramen Ichiraku stage: Strike all the lanterns at the lowest level of this stage until they glow red and are about to break down. Don't break them. If done correctly, you will receive a hidden scroll. Hokage in Mountainside
Images stage: jump up and down on the top of the tree to the left of the center of the ring. After about ten jumps you will get a hidden scroll. Hero Memorial Stone Stage: Kick your enemy supporting the character five times to get a hidden scroll. Survival Exercise Earth Stage: Destroy
Practice mannequins appear on the back of the plane to get a hidden scroll. Look out of the tower stage: This is one of the hardest scrolls to receive. To get the scroll, break down the purple barrier that stops stops from the displacement of the aircraft. Then go to the head of a giant frog. You
have to jump from the frog's head to the snake's head without falling or touching the ground. The easiest way to do this is to go ahead, then double jump at the last moment. Then make an aerial leap to the head of the snake. Then go back to the frog's head using the same move. All this
must be done before the snake starts breathing fire. Once you get back to the frog's head, you get a hidden scroll. Chunin Exam Stadium Stage: Run into a hole in the ground five times to get a hidden scroll. Make sure you wall run out of the tunnel every time. Kikyo Castle Stage: Stand on

the top tail tip of the fish statue in the upper right corner of the rear plane while the timer sensor ticks down for ten seconds. Exercise Ground Forest Of Death Stage: Attack the fish swimming in the stream three times to get the scroll. The cover-up stage: stand at the top of the building and
wait for three sensor time counts to get the scroll. Great Naruto Bridge Stage: Stand still on the boat for a three-point timer sensor to get a hidden scroll. Kazekage's Mansion Stage: Attack the vending machine between fifteen and thirty times to get a hidden scroll. Sunagimo Estate and
Buddha Statue Stage: The plane shifts up to the top of the level and destroys an object flying in a tornado. It will take more than one tornado to complete this. In Freebattle mode with one or two players, use Sasuke and fight Naruto eleven times or more to get a hidden scroll. Chakra
techniques you can make jutsu without using secret methods. Click down (2), Circle to perform the following chakra techniques: Gaara: Cursed Sandstorm Disengagement Result: Uses Shukaku's hand to hit the enemy. Haku: Thousand Eagles of Death 1 Result: Water splashes, freezes
them, and fires sharp ice needles. Hinata: The result of medicine: restores health, attack and speed. Kakashi: Thousand Years of Death Result: Goes behind the enemy and gives them a painful poke in the ass. Lee: Leaf Whirlwind Result: Spins a leg around an opponent's trip. Naruto: I
overworked him! Result: Farts to make the opponent weak. Neji: Result rotation: backs as the top for counterattack. Orochimaru: Blade Technique Result: Slashes the enemy with a powered sword. Sauke: Fire Style: Fireball Jutsu Result: Beats a big flame to burn the enemy. Sakura: This
fairy tale is for real!! Result: Uses Inner Sakura to make a flurry of punches. Shikamaru: Now, Choji! Result: Summons Choji on the battlefield to use the man Boulder, and crushes the opponent. The zabuza: Water prison Jutsu Result: traps the enemy in a bubble and then crushes the
enemy. Kick all the problems Guy (first option) on the training grounds. Contributed: Odin89 Just Run Accel 2 History Mode with any save from Accel 1 and get a lighter 100,000,000 and the characters from Accel 1 will be unlocked as well. Promoted: Raiju_Shinobi finish the master mode
and all the side quests, then go to the room where you first defeated Sauke, access to the blue aura there, and done. Promoted: leonX9 To unlock the secondary shape of all the characters, just beat the story mode. Then, in VS mode, click R1 to see the secondary form and choose for it. It
doesn't work on all the characters, just on those which have a secondary form in the anime (i.e.: Neji does not have one, but Choji does (its super form tablet))Naturally, it only works on the characters that you've already unlocked (which should be all if you beat the story mode) Promoted:
Mach_Prime_05 Start Naruti Accmateel 2 with Narutimate Hero 3 save data and you'll have all Narutimate Hero 3 characters and 10000 and. Contributed: Vinnybgomes Beat certain events in Master (History) Mode. Unlockable Unlockable Meet Her Master (History) Mode Chiyo Beat Sasori
True Form in Master (History) Mode with her Chiyo with Dolls Beat Deidara in Master (History) Mode Deidara Beat Itachi's Master (History) Mode Itachi Beat Kabuto's Master (History) Mode Kabuto Beat Kisame in Master (History) Mode Kisame Beat Orochimaru in Master (History) Mode
Orochimaru Beat Cy in Master (History) Mode Sai Beat Sasori in Master (History) Mode Sasori (History) Mode Sasori Chiro Beat Sasori True Form in Master (History) Mode Sasori The true form of Beat Sasuke's Master (History) Mode Sauke Beat Sai in Master (History) Mode Yamato
Promoted: des des naruto ultimate ninja 5 ps2 cheats unlock all characters. naruto ultimate ninja storm 5 ps2 cheats. naruto ultimate ninja 5 ps2 cheats unlock all characters pcsx2. cheats para naruto ultimate ninja 5 ps2. cheats ps2 naruto ultimate ninja 5 unlock all character. cheats de
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